
the scamper 
method in 
glasses
by Inés, Emma, Irene and Daniela



SUBSTITUTE 
● We put 2 glasses instead of 1 glass: un glass would be the normal 

glass (to see good or for the sun), and the other would a screen.
● We also put solar panels instead of paste, because our glasses would 

need energy, and with solar panels they would be more 
environmentally friendly.

Made up of 
solar panels



CoMBINE
We combined the glasses with:

● A camera
● A microphone
● Headphones
● A light
● With Internet



ADAPT
● We adapted a cleaner to the glasses, because then we wouldn’t 

have to clean them.
● We added a Bluetooth system to the glasses, for listening to the 

music that we have in our phones.
● We decided to add a GPS system, so then we won’t loose the 

glasses because we would know were they are in every moment.



MODIFY
We decided to modify its size, making it smaller for children or animals.

The animals would need them for improve their sight if they see bad, or 
to have a GPS system to know where they are if they get lost.



PUT OTHER PURPOSES
● You can use it to see in the dark, because they have a light.
● You can also listen to music because they have headphones.



ELIMINATE
● We realised that we could eliminate the arms of the glasses...
● ...and that we could eliminate its shape, and create a tablet that has 

a transparent screen and that is environmentally friendly.



REVERSE
We didn’t know how to reverse them, so we don’t have any idea here, 
but if you have any idea you can tell us.



THE GLASSES’ NAME
We decided to call our glasses IDEI, as they are our inicials:

● Inés
● Daniela
● Emma
● Irene
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